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catalysis by light-trapping
optimization in inverse opals

Xiwen Zhang and Sajeev John*

Inverse opal photonic crystals with opal spheres of small diameters in the range of 70 to 170 nm have been

widely adopted to enhance photocatalytic efficiency near the TiO2 conduction band, using the slow-light

modes on the red (long-wavelength) and blue (short-wavelength) edges of the fundamental optical stop

gap. We show that these two spectral regions have comparable light harvesting abilities, but neither of

them are the optimum spectral range for photocatalysis in TiO2. Instead, the ideal resonant photonic

modes are distributed among the higher order 5th to 15th photonic bands. By using larger opal spheres

of �380 nm diameter, to place these higher order slow-light modes into the visible spectrum of 400 to

550 nm in lightly doped anatase TiO2, enhanced photocatalytic efficiency is possible. For an imaginary

part of the dielectric constant 0.01, the maximum achievable photocurrent density reaches 2.09 mA

cm�2 for a 6-layer inverse opal placed on a mirror substrate. This is 5.6 times the photocatalytic

response of blue-edge slow photons near the TiO2 electronic band edge.
1 Introduction

Photocatalysis has a long and rich history with progressive
research focus in the past few decades due in part to global
issues of energy, environment, and public health. Improving
solar photocatalytic efficiency is a key requirement for real-
world applications such as hydrogen photoproduction,
pollutant decontamination, and pathogen disinfection.1–4 This
involves efficient photogeneration of charge carriers from
sunlight, separation and transport of electrons and holes to
redox reaction centers on the surface of the catalyst.

Due to its strong photochemical activity, high stability and
noncorrosiveness in solution, environmental and biological
safety, as well as cost effectiveness, TiO2 remains one of the
most promising photocatalysts for the large scale imple-
mentation. However, the solar photocatalytic efficiency of TiO2

is critically limited by its wide electronic band gap of 3.1–3.6 eV
(i.e., 345–400 nm). Solar irradiance in the ultraviolet (UV) region
contains one-sixth the number of photons as in the 400 to
550 nm spectral range. Strongmodications by extrinsic doping
can make TiO2 more absorptive in the visible range, but its
carrier transport can then be degraded by concomitant defect
sites that act as deleterious electron–hole recombination
centers.5,6

In this paper, we assume the TiO2 is only lightly doped either
intrinsically (by naturally occurring oxygen vacancies) or
extrinsically so that the visible light absorptivity is nonvan-
ishing but charge transport remains viable. We show that by
ersity of Toronto, 60 Saint George Street,
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optimizing the inverse opal (invop) structure via judicious
choice of sphere diameter, lightly doped TiO2 with weak
intrinsic visible light absorptivity can nevertheless provide
strong photogeneration of carriers. The mechanism for this
enhanced absorption is wave-interference-based light trapping.
This occurs through a broad and continuous spectral distribu-
tion of resonant slow-light modes that propagate more slowly
and orthogonally to those surrounding the fundamental stop
gap of the photonic crystal (PC).7

The invop PC [see Fig. 1(a)] is advantageous for certain types
of photocatalysis because of its large internal surface area of
contact with water. This exposes more reaction sites to chemical
adsorbates, raising the volume reaction rate for heterogeneous
catalysis. At the same time, light trapping boosts the charge
carrier generation rate for the redox reaction.8 The relevant PC
photonic modes are said to support slow photons since their
group velocities are much smaller than the speed of light in
a homogeneous solid. This leads to long light–matter interac-
tion for the generation of electron–hole pairs. Two types of slow-
light modes have been considered in past experiments, associ-
ated with the lower and upper edges of the fundamental
photonic stop gap [see Fig. 1(b)]. Photons on the long-
wavelength edge are called “red-edge” slow-light and photons
on the short-wavelength edge are called “blue-edge” slow-light.

Experimentally both the red-edge8–11 and the blue-edge10,12

slow photons have been aligned with the electronic band edges
of the semiconductor catalysts or absorption bands of the
sensitizers by choosing specic opal sphere diameters.
However, there has been debate13 whether the red-edge8,14 or the
blue-edge15–17 modes are best for photocatalysis. Electromag-
netic energy focuses more in the high refractive index material
J. Mater. Chem. A
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the invop PC. (a) The structure of the TiO2 face-
centered cubic invop PC with void diameter d and center-to-center
distance D between adjacent voids. (b) The photonic band diagram of
the invop PC immersed in water, with the refractive indices of the PC
backbone and the void equal to nTiO2

¼ 2.25 and nH2O ¼ 1.33,
respectively. The fundamental optical stop gap, surrounded by bands 1
and 2 below and bands 3 and 4 above, is marked by the yellow stripe.
The optical bands 5 and 15, surrounding the most efficacious slow-
light modes, are highlighted by the thick black lines.
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(i.e., the absorptive PC material) near the red edge of the stop
gap, while it focuses more in the void near the blue edge.
Nevertheless, the blue-edge slow-light modes dispense a signif-
icant fraction of energy in the PC backbone as well since the PC
lattice constant is small compared with the wavelength of
light.18 When the red edge is aligned with the electronic band
edge, the photonic stop gap appears to block light absorption
just above the electronic band gap. However, the very short
absorption length above the electronic band gap mitigates
photonic stop gap reection, which requires longer length
scales to manifest.

We demonstrate that in a simplied model of frequency-
independent absorption, red-edge slow photons are slightly
better absorbed than blue-edge slow photons due to better
overlap with the PC backbone. However, near the actual TiO2

electronic band edge, the intrinsic absorptivity is strongly
frequency-dependent. Consequently, blue-edge slow photons
are slightly better absorbed than red-edge ones because the
J. Mater. Chem. A
photonic stop gap does not block near-band-edge electronic
transitions, and more photonic modes are involved in the light
absorption. Overall, the blue-edge alignment (with the elec-
tronic band edge) marginally outperform red edge alignment,
but neither edge of the fundamental stop gap exploits the light
trapping potential available in inverse opals. Extensive experi-
mental efforts13,19,20 over the last 15 years have not discovered
the superior capability of higher order photonic bands. This is
due in part to the complexity of the materials with many
sensitive variables, the challenge of accurate material fabrica-
tion, and the scarcity of relevant theoretical analysis.18,19

Our strategy involves identication of the best slow-light
modes for light trapping and aligning these modes with elec-
tronic band tail transitions in TiO2. We show that the PC modes
between bands 5 and 15 enable 4.5–5 times light capture
capability relative to previously studied red-edge and blue-edge
slow-light modes. This is demonstrated in a model for TiO2 in
which band tail optical absorption is characterized by an
imaginary part of the dielectric constant of 0.01. When the
higher band slow-light modes are aligned with sub-gap elec-
tronic transitions in the 400 to 550 nm range, the maximum
achievable photocurrent density [MAPD, see eqn (2)] reaches
2.09 mA cm�2 in a 6-layer invop PC deposited on a highly
reective substrate. This far exceeds the 0.37 mA cm�2 obtained
using the traditional blue-edge slow-light strategy.
2 Figures of merit

The invop PC is characterized by the void diameter, d, equal to
the original opal sphere diameter, the nearest neighbor voids'
center-to-center distance D, and the number of opal layers nL
along the natural growth direction [111] dened by the coordi-
nate z-axis [see Fig. 1(a) and App. A.2]. The lattice constant of

this structure is a ¼ ffiffiffi
2

p
D. Unless otherwise specied, we focus

on invop PC of nL ¼ 6 opal layers (two unit cells), with d ¼
1.0558D, of which the original opal template can be prepared by
self-assembly techniques such as the vertical deposition21 and
the conned assembly.22 This gives rise to a feasible lling
fraction (fraction of total volume occupied by TiO2 backbone) of
the PC F ¼ 15% for nL / N and F ¼ 18.79% for nL ¼ 6. Similar
lling fractions have been used in experiments and numerical
simulations of invop PC enhanced photocatalysis.23,24 The effect
of increasing the number of opal layers is discussed in Sec. 4.2.

Anatase TiO2 is chosen as the invop backbone since it
demonstrates much higher photocatalytic activity than the
rutile polymorph.25,26 The invop photocatalyst is assumed to be
immobilized on a support of fused silica (FS) or a perfect mirror
(MR) in an aqueous background. The composite architectures
are denoted as “invop-FS” and “invop-MR”, respectively. Glass
substrates are commonly adopted in photocatalysis and dye
sensitized solar cell experiments, but as shown below, a highly
reective metal substrate is much more effective in light har-
vesting by closing the photon transmission channel.

Numerical simulations of optical absorptivities in the invop
PC and bulk planar lms are carried out by solving Maxwell's
wave equation for x-polarized light under normal incidence
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 2 The absorption spectra around the fundamental photonic stop
gap of 6-layer invop-FS architectures (solid brown lines filled by yellow
color) with (a) D ¼ 159 nm, d ¼ 167.9 nm, and (b) D ¼ 240 nm, d ¼
253.4 nm, using the dispersionless dielectric Model I.01. The solid
black lines depict absorptivities of planar bulk-FS structures of equiv-
alent bulk thicknesses. The background short-dashed curves depict
the photonic bands of the invop PC with the band numbers labeled.
The vertical long-dashed lines demark the spectral region of interest.
The thin purple cross indicates a specific frequency at which the
absorptivities of the PC and the planar bulk anatase cross each other as
a result of the fundamental photonic stop gap.

Fig. 3 The average absorptivity Aavg (red lines) and its enhancement
factor b (blue lines) of a 6-layer invop PC on FS (dashed lines) and MR
(solid lines) substrates as functions ofD in the wavelength region of l ˛
[400, 550] nm for the dispersionless dielectric Model I.01. The red, blue
and purple arrows correspond to Fig. 2(a), (b) and 4, respectively.
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(unless otherwise specied) using the nite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) method. As we are interested in broadband
enhancement of optical absorption, an average absorptivity is
dened as:

Aavg ¼ 1

f1 � f2

ðf1
f2

Aðf Þdf ; (1)

where A is the absorptivity spectrum in the frequency range [f2,
f1]. For the purpose of scaling, we express the frequency in terms
of a/l. Solar illumination assigns a spectral weight to each
frequency component of the PC absorptivity. Accordingly, we
dene the maximum achievable photocurrent density (MAPD)
in a wavelength region [l1, l2] as:

MAPD ¼ e

hc

ðl2
l1

AðlÞIsðlÞldl; (2)

where e is the electron charge, h is the Planck constant, c is the
speed of light in vacuum, and Is is the AM1.5G solar irradiance
spectrum. Although the current density may not be measured in
some photocatalysis applications, MAPD is a valuable gure of
merit for the optimization of the PC architecture by taking into
account the light source intensity spectrum.

In both the average absorptivity and the MAPD, it is useful to
quantify the PC light trapping efficacy by normalizing them to
values obtained for an equivalent bulk planar TiO2 lm on FS
support (denoted as “bulk-FS”) of the same catalyst volume as
the PC backbone. In this way we dene two enhancement
factors:

b ¼ APC
avg/A

bulk
avg , (3)

z ¼ MAPDPC/MAPDbulk. (4)

3 Optimization of slow-light modes
for light harvesting

We compare the light trapping abilities of various invop PC
architectures using two separate models of the TiO2 dielectric
function. Model I is a dispersionless dielectric function, aimed
to describe weak sub-gap electronic transitions, in which the
dielectric constant 3 ¼ 30 + i300 is assumed to be frequency
independent, where 30 ¼ 5.06 and 300 are the real and imaginary
parts of the dielectric constant, respectively. Depending on the
nature of doping, different values of 300 are chosen. This
simplied model allows the optimization of sub-gap light har-
vesting without inclusion of UV absorption where sunlight is
weak and light-trapping is of little efficacy. It also enables the
scaling property of Maxwell's wave equation, which generalizes
our ndings to different spectral regions by proportionally
resizing the PC (see discussions in App. A.1 for details). In
Model I, the light trapping ability is measured by the average
absorptivity enhancement factor b over the spectrum l ˛ [400,
550] nm. In Sec. 4, we introduce amore comprehensive Model II
that ascribes the experimentally measured values of the
dielectric function of anatase TiO2 over the UV spectrum27 and
appends a constant value 300 ¼ 0.01 for the subgap spectrum. In
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
this case the overall MAPD is tabulated for various invop PC
architectures. As a matter of nomenclature, we append the
constant subgap value of 300 to the model name. So for instance,
Model I.01 denotes Model I with the choice 300 ¼ 0.01.
3.1 Red-edge and blue-edge slow light for weak
enhancement

Previous literature on the three-dimensional PC-based photo-
catalysis has focused on the red-edge and blue-edge slow-light
modes around the fundamental optical stop gap of the
J. Mater. Chem. A
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Table 1 Light harvesting figures of merit for different slow-light modes and their alignments to the TiO2 electronic bands for a 6-layer inverse
opal photonic crystal with opal diameter d ¼ 1.0558D and filling fraction F ¼ 18.79% (15% for infinite-size crystal)

Photonic mode Physical substrate

Model I.01a, l ˛ [400s, 550s] nm Model II.01b, l ˛ [282, 550] nm

D (nm) b Aavg z MAPDc
Alignment
to D (nm) b Aavg z MAPD

Red-edge FS 159s 1.46 0.012 1.41 0.096 TiO2 band edge 70 1.20 0.262 1.38 0.202
Blue-edge FS 250s 1.30 0.018 1.23 0.140 TiO2 band edge 170 1.22 0.336 1.39 0.371
Higher orderd FS 328s 6.55 0.120 5.01 0.744 l ˛ [400, 550] nm 360 1.22 0.367 3.31 1.293
Higher order MR 352s 11.53 0.226 10.52 1.691 l ˛ [400, 550] nm 380 1.42 0.429 5.13 2.087

a s is a scaling dimensionless constant varying from 0.87 to 1.3. The value of s is set to 1 for z and MAPD. b The visible range dielectric function is
5.06 + 0.01i. c The unit of MAPD is mA cm�2. d Higher order slow-light modes lie in between the 5th and the 15th photonic bands.

Fig. 4 Absorptivity spectra of a 6-layer invop-FS architecture with D¼
328 nm and the planar bulk-FS of equivalent bulk thickness, for the
dispersionless dielectric Model I.01. The background dashed curves
depict the invop photonic bands, with the 5th and 15th bands high-
lighted. The vertical black dashed lines demark the [400, 550] nm
wavelength range within which b is calculated. The thick black arrow
indicates an optical resonance at a/l¼ 1.074, for which the energy and
Poynting vector distributions are plotted in Fig. 14.
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inverse opal structure. These appear in the 1st to 4th bands near
the L-point in wave-vector space [see Fig. 1(b)]. To investigate
these two edges, we place them in the frequency range of l˛ [l1,
l2] nm, where l1 ¼ 400 nm and l2 ¼ 550 nm, using two separate
6-layer invop PCs, one with D ¼ 159 nm and the other with D ¼
240 nm as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. The dielectric
function is from the dispersionless Model I.01 with 3 ¼ 5.06 +
0.01i.

When D¼ 159 nm, the red edge of the fundamental stop gap
locates at l1 ¼ 400 nm and the stop gap occurs in the near UV,
resulting in an absorption enhancement factor of b ¼ 1.46 in
the [400, 550] nmwavelength range. When D¼ 240 nm, the blue
edge of the fundamental stop gap locates at l2¼ 550 nm and the
stop gap occurs in an non-absorbing spectral region, giving rise
to b ¼ 1.22. Increasing the sphere size such that D ¼ 250 nm
places l2 ¼ 550 nm at the purple cross in Fig. 2(b), causing b ¼
1.3. In either case, using Model I.01, the red edge of the
fundamental photonic stop gap slightly outperforms the blue
edge. This remains true for a wide variety of spectral ranges and
larger number of opal layers (see discussions in App. B). The
relatively small difference in b for the red- and blue-edge slow-
light modes is explained by the similarity of their electromag-
netic energy and Poynting vector distributions (see Fig. 13 in
App. C).
3.2 Slow light modes for strong absorption enhancement

To optimize the light absorption enhancement, we scan the
invop voids center-to-center distance D in Fig. 3 and look for
the average absorptivity and its enhancement factor b in the
wavelength region of l ˛ [400, 550] nm using the dielectric
Model I.01. The inuence of varying 300 on light trapping is
discussed in App. D. Fig. 3 reveals that b of the invop-FS
architecture is dramatically increased when D is around
320 nm. In this case, both the red- and the blue-edge modes
are displaced to frequencies well below the absorption spec-
trum of TiO2. At D ¼ 328 nm, b reaches 6.55 (corresponding to
Aavg ¼ 12.0%), which is 4.5 times of that of the red-edge modes
that are operative when D ¼ 159 nm (see also Table 1 for
summary).

The absorption spectrum for D ¼ 328 nm is superimposed
with the invop PC band diagram in Fig. 4 to identify the
photonic modes responsible for the dramatic absorption
J. Mater. Chem. A
enhancement. A high density of strongly absorptive resonant
photonic modes between the 5th and 15th bands are excited by
light at normal incidence. The number and density of these
higher order modes far exceed the red- and blue-edge modes.
This remains true for invop-FS with more opal layers [see Fig. 12
and 17(b)]. These photonic modes are especially effective for
light trapping due to their large transverse Poynting vectors (see
Fig. 14 and the discussion in App. C). For example, at a/l ¼
1.074, the absorptivity reaches 36.4% for 300 ¼ 0.01.

Light trapping is further boosted by replacing the FS
substrate with a highly reective substrate, as shown in Fig. 3. A
mirror substrate enhances the average absorptivity by a factor of
�2 by reducing the transmission loss.28,29 It also increases the
optimized value of D by �30 nm due to the modication of the
photonic modes: in the invop-FS architecture b ¼ 6.55 at D ¼
328 nm for l ˛ [400, 550] nm for dielectric Model I.01, while in
the invop-MR architecture b ¼ 11.53 at D ¼ 352 nm. Overall the
inverse opal center-to-center distance D � 320–380 nm repre-
sents the optimized structure for sub-gap optical absorption for
both invop-FS and invop-MR. A mirror substrate may also
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 5 The average absorptivity Aavg and maximum achievable
photocurrent density (MAPD) as well as their enhancement factors
b and z for a 6-layer invop-FS architecture as functions of D using the
dispersive dielectric Model II.01 in the wavelength regions of (a and b) l
˛ [282, 550] nm and (c) l ˛ [282, 400] nm and [400, 550] nm.
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facilitate the electron–hole separation by forming a metal–
semiconductor junction, reducing the photogenerated charge
carrier recombination.30

Beyond better light trapping ability, there are further advan-
tages of using higher order photonic modes. The narrow band-
width of the red- and blue-edge modes makes themmore difficult
to align with the TiO2 electronic band edge (the most efficacious
alignment of these two edges) due to the unpredictable template
shrinkage and unruly TiO2 lling fraction during inltration.
Photonic bands 5 to 15 avoid this issue because they cover a wide
spectral region. This relaxes the requirement of the stringent
control on the PC lattice constant (Fig. 3, 5 and 8) and incident
angle (Fig. 18). It also enables carrier photogeneration deeper into
the high intensity visible solar spectrum without excess doping or
other modications of TiO2 with concomitant recombination
centers. High absorptivity is achieved with higher order photonic
bands despite weak, intrinsic, visible-light absorption in TiO2 in
a way that is not possible with the red- and blue-edge modes. This
is discussed in Sec. 4.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
4 Optimization of photocatalytic
efficiency with structure

The dispersionless dielectric Model I is valuable for identifying
invop photonic modes that are optimum for light trapping in
the spectral region of weak absorption in TiO2. However, TiO2

has large material dispersion at and above the electronic band
edge and becomes strongly absorbing of the scarce sunlight for
l < 400 nm. The nonuniform solar illumination spectrum and
the strong frequency dependent absorptivity of TiO2 necessi-
tates careful alignment of the higher-order slow-light modes
with respect to the anatase electronic bands and the solar
spectrum to yield the best solar-driven photocatalytic efficiency.
In this section we focus on theMAPD enhancement factor z over
the full UV to visible region of l ˛ [282, 550] nm for different
sphere sizes of the invop PC using the dispersive dielectric
Model II introduced in Sec. 3 and App. A.1.

In Fig. 5(a), the absorptivity enhancement factor b (lowered
by including the strong above-electronic-gap absorption)
exhibits three comparable maxima at the opal center-to-center
distance D ¼ 70 nm, 170 nm, and 300 nm. These peaks corre-
spond to the alignments of the red-edge mode and the blue-
edge mode to the nearby of the electronic band edge and the
higher-order slow-light modes to the l ˛ [400, 550] nm wave-
length region, respectively (see Fig. 6 and 7).
4.1 The red-edge and blue-edge modes revisited

We now compare the red- and blue-edge slow photons in Fig. 5
when the material dispersion is included (Model II). Here we no
longer isolate the red- and blue-edge modes and align them to
a particular frequency. Contributions over the entire UV to
visible range are included from all the photonic modes. The
labels of “red-edge” and “blue-edge” simply indicate the modes
that provide dominant contribution.

In contrast to Sec. 3.1, the blue-edge peak now demonstrates
stronger light harvesting (b ¼ 1.22 at D ¼ 170 nm) than the red-
edge peak (b ¼ 1.20 at D ¼ 70 nm). This behavior persists in
MAPD when including the solar spectrum: z ¼ 1.39 at D ¼
170 nm and z ¼ 1.45 at D ¼ 180 nm for the blue-edge peak,
compared with z¼ 1.38 at D¼ 70 nm for the red-edge peak. The
actual values of Aavg and the MAPD are plotted in Fig. 5(b). The
difference between the blue- and red-edge peaks appears greater
now because the former (utilizing larger opal spheres) contains
a larger volume of TiO2 in the same six layers.

The absorptivity and reectivity spectra of the invop-FS
architectures, including the red- and blue-edge contributions
are given in Fig. 6. For D ¼ 70 nm, the fundamental stop gap
resides inside the anatase conduction band, so no strong
reection peak is observed in Fig. 6(a). The red-edge is aligned
just above the electronic band edge, enabling some light-
trapping enhancement near the conduction band edge. For D
¼ 110 nm, the fundamental stop gap moves to the anatase
conduction band edge, blocking light around this frequency
from entering the invop PC. This reduces the absorptivity and
MAPD, which manifests in Fig. 5 as signicant dips around D ¼
110 nm. For D ¼ 130 nm, the fundamental stop gap moves
J. Mater. Chem. A
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Fig. 6 Absorptivity and reflectivity (R) spectra of a 6-layer invop-FS
and bulk-FS architectures for (a) D ¼ 70 nm (b) D ¼ 110 nm, (c) D ¼
130 nm and (d) D ¼ 170 nm using the dispersive dielectric Model II.01.
The vertical black dashed lines mark the wavelength of 282 nm and
550 nm. The red arrows indicate the fundamental reflection peaks. The
“UV”, “Vis” and “UV-vis” in the table insets stand for the regions of l ˛
[282, 400] nm, l ˛ [400, 550] nm, and l ˛ [282, 550] nm, respectively,
and the unit of MAPD is mA cm�2.

Fig. 7 Absorptivity and reflectivity spectra of a 6-layer (a) invop-FS for
D ¼ 360 nm and d ¼ 380.1 nm, (b) invop-MR for D ¼ 380 nm and d ¼
401.2 nm, and bulk-FS architectures using the dispersive dielectric
Model II.01. The vertical black dashed lines demark the spectral region
of l ˛ [282, 550] nm over which MAPD and z are calculated.
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slightly below the anatase conduction band edge and the
blocking effect is less severe. Light harvesting improves toward
D ¼ 170 nm, at which point the fundamental stop gap,
including its immediate short-wavelength edges, falls
completely within the electronic band gap and the further blue-
edge now traps light around the electronic band edge. Although
the blue-edge has a slightly lower light trapping ability within
the TiO2 backbone than the red-edge (as discussed in Sec. 3.1),
it provides higher b and z, in agreement with previous work.18

However, there is no signicant contribution to carrier photo-
generation from sub-gap electronic transitions.
Fig. 8 The MAPD (red lines) and its enhancement factors z (blue lines)
for 6-layer invop-FS (dashed lines) and invop-MR (solid lines) archi-
tectures as functions of D using the dispersive dielectric Model II.01 in
the wavelength regions l ˛ [282, 550] nm. The red, blue, purple, and
dark purple arrows mark the cases shown in Fig. 6(a), (d) and 7(a), (b),
respectively.
4.2 Light harvesting using higher order slow-light modes in
the visible range

The third and highest peak in Fig. 5(a) occurs when the higher
order slow-light modes (between the 5th and 15th bands) are
J. Mater. Chem. A
placed into the visible range l ˛ [400, 550] nm. This is depicted
in Fig. 7(a). Although b is comparable to that of the red- and
blue-edge peaks, the MAPD enhancement factor z ¼ 3.31 at D ¼
360 nm is 2.28 times that of the blue-edge peak with z ¼ 1.45 at
D ¼ 180 nm. This dramatic improvement comes from the
remarkable visible light harvesting by higher order slow-light
modes.

In Fig. 5(c) we break the spectrum into UV (l˛ [282, 400] nm)
and visible (l ˛ [400, 550] nm) parts for comparison. In the UV
region, light harvesting remains weak irrespective of photonic
modes because the intrinsic TiO2 absorptivity in this region is
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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already high and solar illumination is weak. The lack of contrast
in b and z in the UV spectral range reveals the inefficiency of
aligning the PC slow-light modes near to the TiO2 electronic
band edge. But in the visible light region, the higher-order slow-
light modes provide z ¼ 6.87 times MAPD enhancement at D ¼
360 nm. This is because the number of solar photons for l ˛
[400, 550] nm is six times of that in the UV range, amplifying the
effect of light-trapping in the visible region. Overall, D z
360 nm (opal sphere diameter d z 380.1 nm) is the optimum
invop-FS architecture PC for enhanced photocatalytic efficiency.

The fused silica substrate was used above to make compar-
ison with past experiments with invops placed on transparent
supports. However, more efficient light harvesting is achieved
when the same invop PC is placed on a highly reective
substrate as discussed in Sec. 3.2. This is illustrated in Fig. 8
and 7(b). Comparing Fig. 7(a) and (b), the MAPD enhancement
factor is increased from 3.31 for the invop-FS architecture to
5.13 for the invop-MR architecture (with D ¼ 380 nm, d ¼ 401.2
nm). The results are summarized in Table 1.

So far we have considered invop PCs with only 6 opal layers.
Experimentally, many more opal layers can be prepared. This
adds more anatase to the photocatalyst and improves the MAPD
as shown in Fig. 9. Comparing with Fig. 8, the effectiveness of
the mirror substrate is very apparent. For the same D ¼ 360 nm,
Fig. 9 The MAPD and its enhancement factor z for architectures of
invop-FS with D ¼ 360 nm (dashed lines) and invop-MR with D ¼
380 nm (solid lines) with increasing number of opal layers in the
wavelength region of l ˛ [282, 550] nm under the dispersive dielectric
Model II.01.

Fig. 10 The filling fractions of invop PC in our model as a function of
d/D for nL / N and nL ¼ 6, respectively. The dashed line marks the
case of d/D ¼ 1.0558 for which F ¼ 15% for nL / N.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
the 6-layer (1.850 mm thick) invop-MR architecture yields higher
MAPD than the 20-layer (5.965 mm thick) invop-FS architecture.
At D ¼ 380 nm, the 8.158 mm-thick 26-layer invop-MR archi-
tecture demonstrates MAPD of 3.23 mA cm�2.
5 Conclusion

In summary, we have identied a substantially improved
architecture for photocatalytic response in anatase TiO2 inverse
opal photonic crystals. This involves the use of opal spheres
with diameter d � 380 nm, in constrast to widely studied small-
sphere inverse opals. Our new mechanism of light trapping
involves higher order slow-light modes with substantial trans-
verse energy ow perpendicular to normally incident sunlight.
These modes occur at higher frequency than traditional “red-
edge” and “blue-edge” slow light. The modes reside between
bands 5 and 15 of the photonic crystal and their optimized
alignment is slightly below the TiO2 electronic band edge. This
greatly enhances visible light absorption in the 400–550 nm
range of lightly doped TiO2.

The light harvesting abilities of the red-edge and blue-edge
slow-light modes are comparable to each other, but consider-
ably weaker than the higher order slow-light modes we have
identied. In a dispersionless dielectric medium the red-edge is
slightly superior to the blue-edge for light harvesting. However,
near the electronic band edge of anatase TiO2 the blue-edge is
slightly superior to the red-edge. Nevertheless, the differences are
marginal and experimentally indistinguishable. Neither edge of
the fundamental stop gap is ideal for photocatalysis and the light
harvesting enhancement is weak around the electronic band edge
irrespective of the slow-light modes. Instead, we suggest that
future effort focus on the improvement of the sample quality in
order to utilize higher order bands of the inverse opal in the
visible region, with voids' center-to-center distance D � 360 nm,
created from opal spheres of diameter d � 380 nm.

A wide range of the sphere sizes of opal templates have been
tested in past experiments.20 The highest reported photo-
catalysis enhancements so far are from slow-light modes
surrounding the fundamental stop gap. This is likely due to
limited bandwidth of irradiation, sparse sampling of the opal
sphere size, strong sensitization and modication of TiO2, or
degradation of the higher photonic slow-light modes because of
low quality PC samples (see discussions in App. E).

With high-quality lightly-doped TiO2 inverse opals, oper-
ating in the optimum regime, light trapping capability is pre-
dicted to be�5 times better than the red- and blue-edge modes.
It is our hope that these considerations will lead to fuller
exploitation of photonic crystal light trapping for efficient
photocatalysis.
Appendix A Models of anatase TiO2 and
the inverse opal PC
A.1 Dielectric models

The photocatalyst is assumed to be lightly doped anatase TiO2,
with shallow defect states below the conduction band
J. Mater. Chem. A
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minimum and above the valance band maximum. Both the
Shockley–Read–Hall bulk recombination rate and the surface
recombination rate are proportional to the density of defect
states. A light doping of TiO2 ensures weak carrier recombina-
tion while enables strong photogeneration implemented by
photonic slow-light modes on band tail states for visible light
harvesting. Precise optical properties of anatase, including the
absorption band gap, vary with preparation details. We consider
two categories of optical models of lightly doped anatase to
encompass light harvesting in various doping and defect
scenarios. These categories consist of a dispersionless Model I
and a dispersive Model II.

The dispersionless Model I of anatase focuses on sub-gap,
band tail electronic transitions and the dielectric constant 3 ¼
30 + i300 is independent on the frequency. This is convenient for
identication of optimal photonic modes for light trapping, and
enables generalization to structural and spectral rescaling. We
introduce a scaling factor 0.87( s( 1.3 to accommodate small
variations in the spectral region of interest. The bounds on the
scaling factor, s, ensure that spectral region considered stays
within the region of sub-gap electronic transitions. The
conclusions in Sec. 3 remain valid in the wavelength range of l
˛ [400s, 550s] nm when the invop voids center-to-center
distance is scaled from D nm to Ds nm. Since different
anatase samples may exhibit different sub-gap absorptivities,
we consider a range of values for the imaginary part, 0.001 # 300

# 0.1. The nomenclature, Model I.x refers to the case when 300 ¼
0.x.

In the dispersive Model II of anatase, we incorporate the
realistic material dispersion around and above the electronic
band gap by adopting an experimentally measured result27 on
the single crystal anatase. As the TiO2 invop samples used for
photocatalysis are rarely in their single crystal forms, the
dielectric function of a polycrystal anatase is taken as a coarse-
grained average of the dielectric functions over the three
orthogonal polarizations (along and perpendicular to the
optical axis) of light in a single crystal. The real part of the
dielectric function in ref. 27 is given in the UV to visible spectral
range, while the imaginary part is unresolved in the sub-gap
region in this high quality crystal. For continuity with the dis-
persionless Model I, a small constant imaginary part of the
dielectric function is appended to the experimental data of ref.
27 below the electronic band gap �3.5 eV to mimic the light
doping of the sample. This hybrid dielectric model allows the
optimized alignment of the invop photonic modes with respect
to the electronic bands of TiO2. The nomenclature, Model II.x,
refers to the case when 300 ¼ 0.x in the sub-gap region.

Since photocatalytic environmental remediation oen
involves the decomposition of aqueous pollutants, we always
assume the PC backbone is immersed in water and its solutes,
with the solution refractive index nH2O ¼ 1.33. The refractive
index of the FS substrate is taken to be 1.46.
A.2 Structural model

The invop PC is commonly fabricated in a bottom-up approach by
inltrating a colloidal crystal template, made of self-assembling
J. Mater. Chem. A
monodisperse silica or polymer spheres of diameter 100 nm (

d ( 1000 nm.31,32 Methods include sol–gel synthesis,31,33–35 chem-
ical vapor deposition,36,37 atomic layer deposition (ALD)38,39 and
electrodeposition.40 We model the resulting structure as anatase
TiO2 completely backlling (i.e., no air pockets in interstitial sites
of spheres) a face-centered cubic opal crystal, composed of void
(water) spheres of diameter d and nearest neighbor center-to-
center distance D,18 as shown in Fig. 1(a). The height of the
complete inltration is the same as the opal crystal. The effect of
incomplete inltration on the photonic bands was discussed in
ref. 41. The PC has a nite height along the natural growth
direction [111], and for ourmodeling is assumed innite along the
plane perpendicular to [111]. The sintering effect of the opal
template, which has been modeled by adding tubelike bonds
between adjacent spheres,41 is neglected.

Consider a nite size sample consisting of nL stacked layers
and periodically repeating unit cells with transverse sizes sx¼ D,
sy ¼

ffiffiffi
3

p
D (such as that shown in Fig. 13 and 14). The vertical

size of the nite PC thickness is given by dPC ¼ (nL � 1)dpch + d,
where dpch ¼ ð ffiffiffi

6
p

=3ÞD is the layer pitch. The volume of a unit
cell column is Vcell ¼ sxsydPC. Each opal sphere in the top and
bottom layers has 9 nearest neighbors. All interior opal spheres
have 12 nearest neighbors. For D# d# ð2= ffiffiffi

3
p ÞD, each truncated

opal sphere in the top and bottom layers has a volume of
a whole sphere minus 9 missing caps. All other truncated opal
spheres have the volume of a whole sphere minus 12 missing
caps. Adding all these truncated opal spheres together, the total
opal volume per unit cell column, for nL $ 2, is given by:

p

�
�
�
nL � 3

5

�
5

3
d3 þ

�
nL � 1

2

�
3d2D�

�
nL � 1

2

�
D3

�
:

The lling fraction F is equal to one minus the volume ratio
between the opal voids and the overall cell. For an inverse opal
with voids partially overlapping one another ðD# d# ð2= ffiffiffi

3
p ÞDÞ,

this becomes:

F ¼ 1� p

3
ffiffiffi
2

p ��5h3 þ 9h2 � 3
� nL

nL þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
h� 1

� p

2
ffiffiffi
2

p 2h3 � 3h2 þ 1

nL þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3=2

p
h� 1

;

(5)

where h ¼ d=D˛½1; 2= ffiffiffi
3

p �: The lling fraction for a nite height
invop is clearly nL-dependent (see Fig. 10). This is important for
the correct mass-normalization of Aavg and MAPD to obtain
their enhancement factors b and z, respectively.

The surface area per unit volume of the invop structure
decreases inversely with increasing D. As the photogeneration
occurs in the bulk while the carrier recombination primarily takes
place on the surface of inverse opals, the use of larger spheres
provides a major improvement in photogeneration through
higher-order, slow-light modes while suppressing the dominant
surface recombination. On the other hand, for a given number of
opal spheres, the surface area of the invop increases roughly as D2.
In such a case there is synergy between light trapping and surface
redox reactions for our proposed increase in opal size.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 12 Average absorptivity Aavg (red lines) and its enhancement
b (blue lines) of an 18-layer invop PC on a FS substrate as functions ofD
in the wavelength region of l ˛ [400s, 450s] nm (dashed lines) and l ˛
[400s, 550s] nm (solid lines) using the dispersionless dielectric Model
I.01. The red dashed and solid arrows indicate the voids' center-to-
center distance D that place the short-wavelength limit of the spectral
ranges of interest at the red edge of the fundamental stop gap. The
blue dashed and solid arrows indicate the values of D that place the
long-wavelength limit of the spectral regions of interest at the blue
edge of the fundamental stop gap. The purple arrow marks the case
that higher-order slow-light modes fall into the l ˛ [400s, 550s] nm
range.

Fig. 11 The color map of b in the range of l ˛ [400s, l2] nm for the 6-
layer invop-FS architecture using the dispersionless dielectric Model
I.01. The red and blue dashed lines define the loci of points at which
red edge coincides with the high frequency spectral limit l1¼ 400s nm
and the blue edge coincides with the low frequency spectral limit l2,
respectively. The solid yellow line identifies D ¼ 328s nm (opal sphere
diameter d ¼ 346.3s nm). The markers of red star and light-blue
triangle correspond to Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. The thin purple
cross represents the case shown in Fig. 2(b) with l2 ¼ 550 nm aligned
to the thin purple cross therein. A large absorptivity enhancement b �
20 is seen for D � 320s nm due to light-trapping in higher order slow-
light modes well above the blue edge.

Fig. 13 Distributions of electromagnetic energies (color map) and
Poynting vectors (pale-gold arrows) at the “red-edge” (a–c) a/l ¼
0.522 and the “blue-edge” (d–f) a/l ¼ 0.659 of the 6-layer invop PC
placed on a FS substrate. The contour plots outline the real part of the
dielectric constant. (a and b) The longitudinal cuts corresponding to
the white dashed lines in (c). (d and e) The longitudinal cuts corre-
sponding to the white dashed lines in (f). (c and f) The transverse cuts at
the position indicated by the white dashed lines in (a, b) and (d, e),
respectively.
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Appendix B Rescaling of the sub-gap
spectral range for 6- and 18-layer
invop-FS architecture

Different experiments for photocatalysis focus on different
wavelength ranges. Our comparison in Sec. 3.1 of the red- and
blue-edge slow-light modes using Model I is based on the
spectral region of l ˛ [400, 550] nm. To generalize the spectral
range, we scan l2 and take advantage of the scaling property of
Maxwell's equation for the frequency-independent dielectric
function of Model I. The scaling factor 0.87 ( s ( 1.3 is
restricted in range to avoid erroneous extrapolation into
a highly dispersive region of TiO2. The color map of b in
a spectral range of l ˛ [400s, l2] using the dispersionless
dielectric Model I.01 is given in Fig. 11.

Along the red-dashed line, l1 ¼ 400s nm is aligned with the
red edge of the fundamental photonic stop gap in the band
diagram as l2 is varied. Along the blue dashed line l2 is xed to
the blue edge and then varied. For example, in the case of s ¼
0.95, the vertical cut at l2/s ¼ 550 nm in Fig. 11 renders the
average absorptivity enhancement b in the spectral range of l1
¼ 400s nm to l2 ¼ 550s nm, namely, l ˛ [380, 522.5] nm, as
a function of D. In this case, the red-edge of the fundamental
photonic stop gap in the band diagram is placed at l1 ¼ 380 nm
when D ¼ 159s ¼ 151 nm. In this case, the blue-edge of the
fundamental photonic stop gap is placed at l2¼ 522.5 nm when
D ¼ 240s ¼ 228 nm.

In general the value of b along the red cut is higher than that
along the blue cut. This is further veried in an 18-layer invop-
FS architecture using the dispersionless dielectric Model I.01 in
both l ˛ [400s, 450s] nm and l ˛ [400s, 550s] nm regions (see
Fig. 12).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 J. Mater. Chem. A
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Fig. 14 Distributions of electromagnetic energies (color map) and
Poynting vectors (pale-gold arrows) for the higher order slow-light
mode with a/l ¼ 1.074 of the 6-layer invop-FS architecture. (a and b)
The longitudinal cuts at fixed values of y and x directions, respectively,
indicated by the white dashed lines in (c) and (d). (c and d) The
transverse cuts at fixed values of z, separated by 0.56a, marked by the
white dashed lines in (a) and (b).
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Appendix C Electromagnetic energy
and poynting vector distributions of
various slow-light modes

The spatial eld proles of red-edge and blue-edge slow-light
modes are illustrated in Fig. 13 at the frequencies of a/l ¼
0.522 and 0.659, respectively. These are compared in Fig. 14
with a higher order slow-light mode at a/l ¼ 1.074.

In Fig. 13 we investigate the energy and Poynting vector
patterns at the red and blue edges of the fundamental photonic
stop gap. As discussed in previous literature,8 the electromag-
netic energy on the red side of the stop gap resides primarily in
the TiO2 backbone, while on the blue side it concentrates more
in water. This causes slightly higher absorptivity at the red-edge
than blue-edge. The difference is only slight since substantial
energy overlaps the absorptive backbone (anatase) in either
case.18 However, energy distributions alone do not determine
absorptivity. Another critical factor is the ow pattern and dwell
time of light in the structure. In a thin (�10 layer) invop sample,
propagation of light along the layer planes implies much longer
dwell time and higher absorption than propagation normal to
the layer planes. This requires consideration of the electro-
magnetic Poynting vector elds within the sample for different
slow-light modes.

Fig. 13 reveals that for both red- and blue-edge modes the
energy ux is primarily along the [111] direction, which has
a small nite thickness. Light traveling along this direction
quickly escapes. On the other hand, along transverse directions
the PC is practically innite and light cannot escape. Light
diffracted and scattered into transverse directions has long
dwell time and is more likely to be eventually absorbed. To
J. Mater. Chem. A
evaluate the energy ux, we introduce the average fraction of the
transverse Poynting vector as

s ¼ 1

V

ð
|Sxy|

|S|
dV ; (6)

where V is the volume, S is the Poynting vector and Sxy is its
transverse component. s measures the volume-average
tendency for energy ow in the transverse directions. At the
red-edge (a/l ¼ 0.522) s ¼ 0.057 and at the blue-edge (a/l ¼
0.659) s¼ 0.068. This explains the relatively weak light trapping
of slow light around the fundamental photonic stop gap of
a thin lm of invop PC.

Much stronger light trapping due to transverse energy ow is
achieved using higher order photonic modes. As an example,
the electromagnetic energy and Poynting vector distributions
for a slow-light mode at the frequency of a/l ¼ 1.074 are plotted
in Fig. 14. Compared to the red-edge mode, the energy is
focused more strongly inside the anatase than in the voids.
More importantly, the Poynting vector has a signicant
component in the transverse direction, especially in the high-
energy density regions. For this higher order slow-light mode,
s ¼ 0.86, 15 times of that of the red-edge mode. This transverse
ow of energy implies a relatively long dwell time, leading to
a large absorptivity enhancement. These transverse slow-light
modes are much more effective in light harvesting than the
red- and blue-edge slow-light modes surrounding the funda-
mental stop gap.
Appendix D Robustness of light
trapping with higher order slow-light
modes

Matching of the dwell time of light in an optical cavity with the
material absorption time is important for strong absorption.28,29

The absorption time is determined by the dielectric constant.
Accordingly, the PC-based absorptivity enhancement varies
with the dielectric function of anatase. TiO2 can be prepared
with a wide range of material absorptivities below the electronic
conduction band by doping and sensitization. We consider
a range of values, 300 ¼ 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1 in the dis-
persionless dielectric Model I, to evaluate the robustness of the
light harvesting enhancement.

Fig. 15 reveals that higher 300 leads to larger Aavg. In constrast,
the enhancement factor b drops as 300 increases. This is clearly
seen for higher-order slow-light modes (the D T 300s nm
region). This is because the fraction of absorbed light in an
already highly absorptive medium cannot be improved greatly
(absorption saturation) by light trapping effects. Nevertheless, D
� 320s nm appears optimal for absorption enhancement in the
l ˛ [400s, 550s] nm region for broad range of choices of 300 in the
dispersionless dielectric Model I.

Due to absorption saturation, it is not optimal to align higher-
order slow-light modes to the TiO2 electronic band edge. This
manifests in Fig. 5(c) in the l˛ [282, 400] nm region as the lack of
enhancement contrast as a function of D. However, in the sub-gap
region, where the solar irradiation is intense, the higher order
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 16 The absorptivity enhancement b and MAPD enhancement z of
a 6-layer invop PC on FS and MR substrates as functions of D in the
wavelength region of l ˛ [400s, 550s] nm (s ¼ 1 for z) for the dis-
persionless dielectric Model I.001 with 3 ¼ 5.06 + 0.001i.

Fig. 17 The absorptivity and reflectivity spectra of a (a) 6-layer and (b)
18-layer invop PC on FS substrate for dispersionless dielectric Models
(a) I.001 and (b) I.01, respectively. The background dashed curves
depict the inverse opal PC band diagram, with the 5th and 15th bands
highlighted. The vertical thin black dashed lines demark the wave-
lengths l˛ [400, 550] nm for the case ofD¼ 322 nm. The vertical thick
red and blue short dashed lines mark the first (a/l ¼ 0.59) and
purported second (a/l ¼ 1.18) order diffraction peaks, respectively,
based on the modified Bragg formula with dL ¼ ð ffiffiffi

6
p

=3ÞD, qin ¼ 0, nTiO2

¼ 2.25, nH2O ¼ 1.33, and F ¼ 0.15.

Fig. 15 (a) Absorptivity enhancement b and (b) average absorptivity
Aavg of a 6-layer invop PC on a FS substrate as functions of D in the
wavelength region of l˛ [400s, 550s] nm. The dispersionless dielectric
Model I is used with different imaginary parts 300 ¼ 0.001, 0.01, 0.05,
and 0.1.
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slow-light modes are of remarkable utility in light harvesting. This
is shown in Fig. 16 where we plot the absorptivity enhancement
b and MAPD enhancement z as functions of D for both invop-FS
and invop-MR architectures using theModel I.001. When 3¼ 5.06
+ 0.001i, b ¼ 11.05 at D ¼ 322s nm for invop-FS architecture,
which is 7.6 times that of the red-edge.
Appendix E The “red”, “blue”, and
“bluer” in experiments

In experiments, positioning of the photonic bands usually relies
on the measurement of the reection or transmission spec-
trum. As the bands numbers are not direct observables, posi-
tioning has relied on a crude estimation of the diffraction
wavelength by the modied Bragg formula,10,11,14,42 l ¼ (2dL/
m)(neff

2 � sin2 qin)
1/2, where dL is the spacing between the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
structural layers, m is the diffraction order, qin is the incident
angle, and neff¼nTiO2

F + nH2O(1 � F) is a simplistic effective
refractive index. In Fig. 17(a) we plot the reection and
absorption spectra of a 6-layer invop PC placed on a FS substrate
using the dispersionless dielectric Model I. The observed
reection peak at a/l ¼ 0.584 due to the fundamental stop gap
along the G–L direction agrees with the band diagram of an
innite-size invop PC. A value of a/l ¼ 0.59 for this peak is
obtained from the modied Bragg formula. However, the
“second order Bragg reection” peak along G–L is predicted at a/
l ¼ 1.18 by the modied Bragg formula. This disagrees with the
major reection peaks obtained from exact FDTD simulation.
The modied Bragg formula is inaccurate in a strongly scat-
tering system except for the lowest order peak.

For a/l < 1.18, a large number of photonic modes are acces-
sible by normally incident light (see Fig. 17). These accessible
modes are intermingled with densely packed reection spikes,
which together appear roughly as a high reection region. The
most efficacious slow-light modes, identied in this work, reside
inside the low-frequency side of the purported second order Bragg
reection. These strong absorptive higher-order, slow-light
modes, although interspersed among reection spikes, never-
theless provide a signicant overall increase in light harvesting.
J. Mater. Chem. A
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Fig. 18 The absorptivity spectra of the 6-layer invop-FS architecture
with D ¼ 360 nm using the dispersive dielectric Model II.01 under
normal (qin ¼ 0�) and oblique (qin ¼ 2�, 5�, 8�, and 11�) incidences,
where qin is the incident angle. The inset plots the MAPD as a function
of qin in the l ˛ [282, 550] nm spectral range.
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High sample quality is essential to resolve the sharp and
narrow reectivity peaks, between bands 5 and 15, depicted in
Fig. 17. This high quality of structural order is not evident in
previous experiments exploring higher order bands. The
purported second order Bragg reection is not observed in most
experiments. There are a few works reporting the observation of
second order Bragg reection peaks in invop PCs made by sol–gel
inltration of (modied) TiO2 (ref. 42) and ZnO,14 and direct
embedding of polystyrene opals in TiO2 nanoparticle matrix.43

However, the individual reection peaks shown in Fig. 17 around
the frequencies of a/l� 1.1 were not resolved. For ZnO invop PC,
it was suggested that the red edge of the purported second order
stop gap provides better photocatalytic efficiency than the blue
edge.14 Other works allude to the role of higher photonic bands in
photocatalysis8,44,45 without detailed evidence.

A more promising approach is the ALD method for TiO2

inltration of self-assembled opal templates. This has demon-
strated ner resolved higher order reection spectra.38,39,46 A
high-resolution inltration method combined with very high-
quality opal templates36 and using �380 nm diameter opal
spheres, may enable exploitation of the higher-order slow-light
modes for enhanced photocatalytic efficiency.

The light absorptivity due to these optimized higher-order
slow-light modes are much more robust against the variation
of incident angles qin comparing with the red and blue slow-
light modes. Fig. 18 shows that photonic resonances shi and
changes with qin, and light trapping improves slightly at small
off-normal angles of incidence, agreeing with previous results
on nano-pore PC structures.47–49
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